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Part A (5 points each)
Match each word on the left with its definition. (Not all definitions are used.)

1. queue A. to come back to life

2. revive B. an interruption

3. antiseptic C. not capable of error

4. wholesome D. to form a line

5. disruption E. a short trip

6. laden F. good for one’s health

7. infallible G. to confuse completely

8. jaunt H. weighed down

I. a substance that kills germs

Part B (5 points each)
Choose the correct word or phrase to complete each sentence.

9. A shameless person does not have much
A. education. B. guilt. C. memory.

10. You are most likely to befuddle someone by saying something
A. confusing. B. uninteresting. C. thoughtful.

11. An attentive person will
A. take care of others. B. spread lies. C. show off.

12. When you see a commonplace object you are most likely to
A. ignore it. B. photograph it. C. examine it.

13. I could slander you by
A. stealing from you. B. telling lies. C. hitting you.

14. When you lure a person, others might think you are
A. kind. B. rowdy. C. sneaky.

15. A flamboyant person is likely to
A. get attention. B. care for others. C. start fires.

Part C (5 points each)
Choose the best meaning for the underlined word.

16. a wholesome story 19. an infallible method

A. worthy C. partial A. questionable C. brand new
B. complete D. colorful B. dependable D. confusing

17. an attentive student 20. a powerful lure

A. intelligent C. talkative A. emotion C. weapon
B. cautious D. alert B. temptation D. story

18. to revive oneself

A. refresh C. remove
B. remind D. respect


